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Nowadays, among full on digitalisation, all cities and towns are facing many

SMART CITY STRUCTURE

challenges and the requirements of citizens who expect their needs to be met.
The main deficiencies decreasing citizens‘ quality of life include the inaccessibility
of information, missing Internet connection, higher criminality in the streets,
damage to property and many other things. Cities and towns are looking for
efficient and affordable ways to eliminate these problems.
OMS offers the integration of many functions into one unique system - CitySys.
It is an innovative and effective solution for cities and municipalities which, via
its Smart products, meets the demands of the citizens. Our Smart Bus Shelter is
one of innovative products within innovations and IoT technology.
This smart bus shelter can be installed in any part of the city, municipality or heir
vicinity. With its flexibility and tailored adaptation, it can easily and effectively
fulfil a large number of assigned tasks and thus improve the quality of life of
citizens.
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The Kiosk enables the connection of
The main advantage of the Smart bus

Smart Kiosk integrated in the bus

people with the city infrastructure and

stop is the possibility of simple and fast

stop offers an additional vast amount

significantly supports their engagement.

replacement of the existing obsolete bus

of information available for citizens.

Information about the city together with

stop with our new multifunctional bus

The interactive Kiosk is a computer

the map and history of the city and streets

stop. Installation of the smart bus stop

terminal providing access to information

bring a new perspective for tourism and

ensures a multifunctional public space

and applications for communication,

for its users and increases the level and

commerce, entertainment or education. It

accessibility of new services for visitors

can be installed within the Smart bus stop

and citizens.

or even separately in the street.

The bus stop offers many integrated
functions, such as the sale of public
transport tickets via integrated payment
devices, locking of bicycles, sale of food
and beverages, monitoring of air quality
and noise levels, security camera, heated
benches and seats, Wi-Fi connection,

increased knowledge about the history.
DATA
CENTRALISATION

Timetables for all public transport lines
are commonplace. Travel planning thus
DATA COLLECTION

becomes a simple aid for effective travelling
and support of the use of public transport
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as well as the reduction of the number of
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vehicles in the streets. The possibility to

Tickets
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publish information about offices, schools

ATM

Bus stop marking

and hospitals belong among the other

Kiosk

Traffic information

WiFi

great functions of this product. Since it
is an information channel accessible to
all the citizens, even children - setting of

advertising space and accessibility of

accessible and blocked sites is one of the

various information via Smart Kiosk.

inevitable requirements of today. Based
on the requirements, every Kiosk can have

All the information and services are easily

various set and integrated functions. The

accessible even for children and disabled

configuration of the functions is simple

people. Stereo speakers enable easy

and easily adaptable. The bus stop can

access to necessary information even for

be managed via remote administration.

visually impaired citizens.

The city or municipality can collect all the
gained data and analyse them for enabling
further efficient operation.
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Our software can be connected to

shows all the available devices on the

many devices. The operator can collect

map in which it is possible to monitor the

information from many bus stops from a

state of the device, camera records for

single place. It offers many smart services

safety, information about solar panel, or

that can be integrated into the device at

information statistics about the displayed

any time. CitySys uses a widget system

sites of the Kiosk. The system has many

which enables users to manage and adjust

functions which ensure easy operation,

the graphical interface according to their

fast access to data as well as the collection

needs. In addition to the visual, it also

of very important statistics.

manages the gained data and events and
uses them for further analyses. This system
was developed in a user-friendly design to
enable easy and problem-free navigation
for every user. Interactive system map

CitySys mini applications
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Information summary
Kiosk
Information about the solar panel

Security camera
Weather information
Information about devices

IOT PLATFORM
CITYSYS
APPLICATIONS
USER INTERFACE

CitySys is an open platform integrating many
applications which create the smart city. The
collection, transfer and evaluation of data are
secured via a complex management system CitySys

REST API

IOT PLATFORM

based on the ThingsBoard IoT platform in the OPC

DATA

standard. Open Platform Communication (OPC)
represents a series of specifications from suppliers
and developers of the software which define

RADIO FREQUENCY

MQTT

including real-time access to data, monitoring
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the interface between the clients and servers
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of crisis situations, access to historical data and
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other applications. Its hardware offers a direct
connection

230V
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through

standard

interface

and

protocols, specifically: Powerline, Bluetooth, KNX,

CRIME
DETECTION

SENSORS

Z-Wawe, ModBus RTU/TCP, BACnet IP, EnOcean,

INFRASTRUCTURE

DMX, M-Bus, GSM, 1-wire, and DALI. It also
offers the standardized interface REST API.
Communication between lamps is carried out
through the electrical system. This means that the
communication signal is transferred through the
standard 230 V supply network. With regard to
the connection to systems of third parties, i.e. with
systems already integrated in the city, the CitySys
is open for communication protocols MQTT, JSON,
XML, XMPP, SMTP and RSS. The collected data are
stored in a cloud server.
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All the city areas from which the data are

MODULES

I N F R AST RU CT U RE

collected can be divided into several modules:
infrastructure, environment, society, quality
of life, citizen and smart technologies.
Modules have assigned applications which
can evaluate, manage and adjust the
collected data. CitySys is a platform which
integrates all the applications into a single

E N V I RO N M E N T

smart system.
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APPLICATIONS
Lighting
Urban planning
Transportation
Traffic
Development (Building/housing)
Energy saving and management
Parking
Charging
Waste
Air Quality
Green Areas
Emissions
Climate Change
Natural disasters
Weather
Sewerage
Renewable energies
Drinking Water Quality Control

SOCIAL

Health & care
Safety & security
Accident analyses
Crises

W E L L- B E I N G

Cultural
Leisure
Entertainment
Hospitality
Shopping malls
Event management

PUBLIC

Citizens‘ Portal
Electronic Services Delivery

INTELLIGENCE

Connectivity
Integrated services
Building automation
Small & medium enterprises
Smart business centre
Digital signature

FUNCTIONALITY
- Control, Monitoring, Planning, Optimization, Maintenance
- Urban Society Planning, Sustainable Urban Design
- Transport Infrastructure, Autonomous Transportation, Smart Public Transport
- Dynamic Traffic Control, Interurban Traffic
- Communication network
- Smart grids and metering utilities (Electricity, Water, Gas)
- Integrated Vehicle Parking Management System
- Cars, Bicycles, Mobile Phone
- Waste Of Energy Fuel, Waste Of Compost, Solid Waste, Water Waste
- Air care, Enviromental data, Analyse status of the plants,
- Pollution, CO2, Pollen
- Climate & Calamity Detection
- Temperature, Humidity, Wind, CO2, Visibility

- Disease control, Emergency response, Patient authentication
- Crime detection, Crowd control, CCTV

- Citizen Consultations, Citizen Engagement, Public Information Grievance Redressal
- Shared network, Connected communities, Municipal Services, City Database
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